
The SPTs for Arkansas and Oklahoma are compilations of

relatively easy-to-use online interactive tools, maps, and

graphs that can assist planners and EMs who are assessing their

long-term climate risks, both historically and in the future. The

two versions are similar but are tailored for each state. The SPT

is primarily designed for those who serve small- to medium-

sized communities but may also be of interest to those who

serve larger areas. While it may not answer every question one

has about hazard climatologies and future trends, the SPT aims

to cut through the internet clutter and point to relatively

simple data tools that can be used during planning processes

and in plans.

The images below describe the formatting and organization

of the SPT:

Emergency managers (EMs) and planners were brought together

through workshops (pictured below) and webinars in Arkansas

and Oklahoma in 2017 and 2018 to enhance the natural hazard

resilience discussions that were taking place at local, tribal and

regional levels across each state.

Through these interactions, SCIPP identified:

1. Participants did not always know where to find climate data

and/or which organizations to trust.

2. The need for a tool that could help identify locally-relevant

climate information that can be used in plans such as hazard

mitigation plans, land use plans, comprehensive plans, etc.

Abrash Walton et al.’s (2016, p.1) findings that “scale-relevant

data that are responsive to local level needs and presented in a

manner that informs local decision-making” are needed for

hazard mitigation and climate adaptation align with SCIPP’s

initial findings. Collaborations with local planners and EMs,

along with iterative feedback, led to the development of two

versions of the Simple Planning Tool (SPT), for Oklahoma in

April 2018 and Arkansas in November 2018.
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INTRODUCTION 

The Southern Climate Impacts Planning Program (SCIPP) is a

NOAA Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessment (RISA) team

that works to increase resiliency and preparedness for weather

and climate extremes across the South Central U.S. SCIPP has

engaged the emergency management and planning sectors in

Arkansas and Oklahoma over the past three years. Several

studies (Kartez & Faupel 1994, Schwab 2010, Smith 2011) have

shown that the relationships between the two sectors are

typically underdeveloped but are worth developing because of

their complementary strengths and weaknesses (Schwab 2010).

SCIPP has worked to develop those relationships and promote

longer-term and more effective planning for climate hazards.

Local and state decision maker interactions led to the

identification of the need for a simple tool that would point

users to trustworthy and usable data that can be used to assess

their climate risks and challenges.

TOOL OVERVIEW EXAMPLES OF TOOLS WITHIN THE SPT
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Rachel Riley | rriley@ou.edu | 405-325-7809

A formal evaluation on the utility of the SPT will be conducted in 2019. A

few examples of how the tool is already being used include:

• Local Arkansas Planner: “The Simple Planning Tool is and will be the

most valuable tool in my toolbox for all my hazard mitigation projects.”

• An Oklahoma State EM has been using the SPT to update the State of

Oklahoma Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan and is encouraging local EMs to

use it as well.

• Local Oklahoma Planner: “Planners across Oklahoma will have a much

greater opportunity to properly reflect the climate trends and hazards

as we look to and prepared for the future of our communities.”
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Above: Cover page of each Simple Planning Tool.

Find the Simple Planning Tools at: 

http://www.southernclimate.org/pages/data-tools
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